MASTER’S DEGREE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-23
Admitted Academic Commission 21/06/2022

ALI, SAMEER
ÁLVAREZ CABALLERO, ARNAU
ANJUM, WAQAS
ARGBAY ALLÓ, MARÍA
BARTOLOMÉ PÉREZ, VÍCTOR ACINDINO
BENEJAM BARAJA, NICOLÁS
BLANCO FABREGAT, CARLOS
CARRDEGUAS ESTRAVÍ, ANDRÉS
DIGNOES RICART, HUGO
EL HAH SLEIMAN, WAEL
OTERO SANTOS, JÚLIA
PAOLILI, DOMENICO
PRADO PADÍN, MARTÍN
RODRÍGUEZ JIMÉNEZ, DANIEL
RUS, ALEXANDRU LUCIAN
SÁINZ CODES, AITOR
SENDERTOS PÉREZ, MARIA DEL CARME
VILASECA CASTELLS, LLUC
ZUBAIR, MUHAMMAD

Minimum grade to acces: 6,01

Not Admitted

V54716982  reason: academic profile not appropriate
V54717021  reason: academic profile not appropriate
Y8760717P  reason: academic profile not appropriate

Complaints against resolutions issued by the Academic Commission of the programme must be addressed to the rector by means of an appeal, within a period of one month from the day following the reception of the resolution of said Academic Commission.

Barcelona, 21 June 2022

Carlos Oriol Gorjón,
Academic Commission secretary